
Lindsey Whittle Uniform Projects Timeline Writing 2004-2019 
 
 
The most basic element of my work practice, as an artist, is getting dressed.  Getting dressed is 
how I sketch my ideas. It is a daily ritual, that everyone practices,  that allows me to use body as 
a starting off point to make shapes and compositions, and  also explore different performative 
actions through garment aspects around my art concepts.  It also allows me to gauge how 
people around me are impacted by my art ideas. My favorite part is that it helps me take my art 
ideas out of traditional art spaces and into my daily life.  I am able to discuss my work and goals 
in grocery stores and family gatherings, at the gas station etc.   
 
An important aspect  to understand is that I went to private schools my entire life and wore a 
uniform every day.  Even when there were dress down days there were still a lot of rules, like 
“don’t wear backless shoes etc” So when I went to art school, when I was 18, the idea that I 
could wear anything was mind blowing to me.  I remember asking a teacher if I was allowed to 
wear backless shoes and he responded with “I don’t give a f*** what you wear. (lol)”  
 
I think it’s also important to realize that I didn’t understand what this project was until after 
doing it for years.  It has started to reveal itself over time.  But its important that I kept pursuing 
it.  
 
This is an image of all of my image documentation from my uniform projects from 2004-2018  
from “It’s a Beautiful Mess” at the Carnegie in Covington, KY.  Curated by Krista Gregory and 
Matt Distel. 

 
 



Uniform projects timeline: 
2004 – 2007 So initially, since I had always worn a uniform, I started wearing other uniforms 
both from real life and uniform as costume from different tv and movie programs to see how 
they made me feel, how they impacted others and how they impacted my day.  
During this time I tried exploring costumes like a chef uniform, ballerina, Jedi, Power Ranger etc 
(other types of uniforms) 

 
 
2008-2009 – I lived in Japan during this time.  I still wore bright colors.  But for my own safety I 
toned it back a lot.  I was already a 6ft tall western female in an Asian country, I was traveling 
alone and didn’t need help driving more attention towards myself.  This was a hard for me. 
 
2009-2012 –  During this time I collaged fashion, costume, and art elements together.  I was 
trying to use the body as a starting point to make shapes and compositions by layering objects 
and textures.  It was a way to sketch my ideas and goals using my body as the canvas or 
pedestal.  I was also thinking about Coco Chanel and how she would look in the mirror and take 
1 thing off so she did not over accessorize.  I would look in the mirror and if I laughed a little bit 
I knew I was onto something because odds are I would break up someone else’s day with a little 
chuckle also.   

     
 
 
 
 
 
 



2012-2013 – In this next phase I was still collaging fashion and costume elements but with a 
focus on celebrating people around me. I find the more I focus my projects the more they 
expand. I tried to incorporate a lot of bright colors, party hats and using silliness as a starting off 
point to spread good cheer.  

 
 
2013-2014 (year of wearing paper)  –  I spent half of the year exploring wearing all different 
kinds of paper – brown paper, wrapping paper, tissue paper, sand paper (sand paper WAS THE 
WORST), tracing paper etc.  I had been pursuing this uniform project for a while and I really 
wanted to shake things up and turn the project on its head.  Dressing loudly had become too 
comfortable.  I felt like paper was such a basic element that everyone could relate to, knew 
what it felt like and how it behaved.  All people, not just artists, know what its like to wrap 
presents, print on paper, use toilet paper and tissues, read the newspaper etc. I was also 
attracted the idea that cheap materials could make a profound impact.  I think a lot of artists 
are pushed into working outside their means and using expensive materials in a field that isn’t 
known for its large income bracket.   

 
 
I have put together a separate PDF just about all the breakthroughs I had with this project.  It 
should be said that this project was one of the most important things I have ever done.  
 
The other half of the year I decided to switch from wearing a variety of papers every day and 
having a brand new composition daily, to adding to or subtracting from the same composition 
everyday made only from embellished Tyvek.  Tyvek is a paper/fabric hybrid.  It is mostly  tear 
proof, water resistant and it is durable so I could put closures in it like zippers and snaps etc.  It 
was like having one long sentence over the course of 5 months.  I traveled multiple times during 



this project and took the Tyvek composition with me.  On the last day of the project, after 
wearing it everyday for months, I framed how this Tyvek outfit had ended.   

 
 
2014-2015 – 
I was working new uniform project when it was cold in Chicago IL.  So I would be covering up 
my compositions with a coat and I wanted to share this project throughout my daily routine.  So 
I decided to just focus on the face, the place where people first meet you.  I used women’s eye 
shadow to create compositions on my face.  I had explored this a little bit before during my re-
collage faze from 2009-2012.  I tried putting bronze eye shadow on other parts of my face and 
people would tell me I had dirt on my face.  I had also explore spirit gum and gluing strings and 
coins to my face and people would say – “oh you have something on your face?”  and I would 
say “I know . . .I glued it there.”  For this project, I wanted to focus in on that and make 2d 
compositions on the face the exploration focus.  When I wore paper everyday people would 
often ask me “What are you supposed to be?”  When I wore make in nontraditional ways 
people would often ask “What are you celebrating?”  The downside to this project is now if I get 
ice cream or something all over my face and later ask my husband or friend – “why didn’t you 
tell me I had food all over my face?”  They respond with “I thought you wanted it there.” 

   
 
2015-2016 – At this time, I had just moved back from grad school in Chicago to Cincinnati. I had 
just married my best friend and I was working full time at Kiki Magazine. I worked 40 + hours a 
week and  it was required I wear “business casual” every day.  So I tried to take the visual 
language I had been building and adapt it under those parameters. I loved the job, but that 
aspect was hard for me.  This period of time did not feel as authentic for me, which is one of my 
biggest goals.  I don’t wear things to shock people or be different.  I am only trying to be 
authentic and sing the song I think I am meant to sing.   
 
 



2016-2018 –  
After Kiki, I started working as an adjunct art professor, and I felt if I wanted my students to 
take risks then I needed to set an example of that.  So I started re-collaging fashion elements 
every day.  But they could only be things I had made (art objects, garments sketches).  I feel like 
artists are often pressured to only make new things.  All my art concepts are important and I 
like keeping those conversations active by continuing to engage old ideas in new ways.  So I 
would collage lots of different old projects together to see what they would produce.  It was 
also a way to get to the bottom of my own artwork and explore it from different angles. 

 
 
2018- ?  (I haven’t yet decided if this project will go a year or longer- But I do know what the 
next uniform project is! ) 
In 2018, I decided I needed to focus in again.  I had been thinking about how impactful the 
paper project was a lot.  I wanted to deeper and get to know a material again like I did paper.  I 
wanted to get more sculpture on the body again like the paper.  I wanted to focus on shapes 
again and not rely so heavily on my loud textile prints to make an impact.  I knew (from 
previous projects) that focusing in the project, would also expand it.  But I still wanted to work 
with in my goal of connection.  So I decided to work with Neoprene. I knew I could work in flat 
colors.  It was a thick material so it had the potential to get sculptural.  I know I wanted it to tie 
together so it could have infinite combinations (common goal in my work).  I also knew that by 
working in ties I could potentially bring multiple people into the garment (another frequent 
goal of mine),  One thing that has been very different for this project, I have also tried to be a 
little bit more practical.  Sometimes it’s hard to sustain a day because I get so exhausted by my 
daily wearable compositions.  They can be painful to wear, hard to go to the bathroom, I get a 
lot of attention and questions.  So I have tried to find ways to wear this project that stimulate 
my artistic goals, but still allow me to use the bathroom etc! This project has also allowed me to 
get to know well a handful of neoprene shapes that I have been combining over and over again. 
The ties have allowed for a lot of interesting movement exploration that I wasn’t expecting.   

 



Other Uniforms: 
 
Wedding dresses: 
I have been working in garment and performance on the body for YEARS.  So When I was 
getting married, I started to get a lot of feedback about how crazy my wedding dress was going 
to be and how it was going to be the best dress of my life etc.  I started to lose the project, it 
wasn’t mine any more.  The idea of making the best dress of my life was SO depressing for me , 
because then what would I have to look forward too.  So I decided I would make a new wedding 
dress every year on our anniversary.  Then whatever the wedding dress became – it would be 
what it needed to be that year.  The project is fun for me, because I just think about summing 
up my relationship with Clint and making a fun dress. It’s a way to really celebrate all the hard 
work we put into our marriage and recommit, as two artists.  I usually make a new fabric print 
based on art made Clint and I make together. We literally started making drawings together on 
our second date and never stopped.  Each dress has a lot of story behind it.  Like using 
handkerchiefs that belonged to late relatives and using processes and materials that came out 
of projects from each year.   I see this is as if we had gotten married this year, this is what the 
dress would be.  It really reflects how we are evolving as individuals and as a couple.  In a lot of 
ways my marriage is the foundation for my current artworks around connection, and it is the 
foundation of the person I presently am.  Clint helps me find my more colorful self more and 
more each year.  I love that this uniform project helps me get to the bottom of that.   

    
 
PIQUE 
I co – run a gallery space in Covginton Ky with Annie Brown, Clint Basinger, and Noel Magathe.  
We noticed at events people often don’t know who to talk to about the space.  Also we always 
wanted PIQUE not to be about any of us so much as letting it be it’s own thing.  So we wear 
embellished jumpsuits as the PIQUE uniform (I imagine this is going to evolve more over time.  
Sometimes I will combine the neoprene with my PIQUE jumpsuit to feel more like myself

  


